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Abstract

Computers have now become a crucial component in the process of digital media contents creation. Computer programs have been written to generate artistic artifacts, for examples, poetry, painting and music. These artifacts could be classified along the spectrum of algorithmic complexity of the programs, where order is at one end and disorder is at the other end. The artifacts classified toward the order end of the spectrum possess a clear structure (e.g., symmetry and tiling) while the artifacts classified toward the disorder end do not have any structure at both local and global levels (e.g., randomisation). Highly ordered or disordered generative art artifacts are generated from efficient algorithms that are simpler than those used to generate artifacts classified as lying between the order and disorder extremes. Control is embedded in the programs and it expresses the intention and strategy of the creative process. In this paper, we investigate the issue of control in generative art. We argue that the control expressed in the programs is a crucial component in a generative process. Hence, the ability to exert control is important in guiding the creative processes to intentionally generate complex and interesting artifacts. We describe the nature of the control observed in the generative process of computer generative art techniques. We then present examples of computer generated painting and discuss the control employed in the generative processes.
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1. Introduction

Let us first define the notion of generative arts referred to in this paper. Among many definitions of generative art, we found the following definitions useful:

Generative art refers to art that has been generated, composed, or constructed in an algorithmic manner through the use of systems defined by computer software algorithms, or similar mathematical or mechanical or randomised autonomous processes. (quote from http://www.all-art.org/artists-a-art_generative.html, last retrieved on 15 May 2012)

Generative art refers to any art practice where the artist uses a system, such as a set of natural language rules, a computer program, a machine, or other procedural invention, which is set into motion with some degree of autonomy contributing to or resulting in a completed work of art [1].
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There is a consensus view that process is a necessary component for generative art. The term process used here carries the connotation of the stages of an operation and is not limited to the computing process in computers. Some control efforts might be deliberately delegated to outside autonomous processes. This meaning of process subsumes the notion of algorithm as process is a well-defined process. Hence, it should be quite clear that control naturally resides in any algorithmic process. If the generative art is created using a computer program, the control structure of a programming language and the ability to modify parameters relevant to the process which affects behaviours of the process are examples of the control. These two control categories allow us to incorporate ideas and decisions into the creative process. In our stance, creativity must exist with intention and control is important for intentionally creating creative artifacts.

Let us formally define the notion of control used in this paper, let $A$ be an algorithm constructed using a programming language $\mathcal{L}$. A semantic of a creative process could be read from the control structure chunk $i$, $C_i$ in the program. These control chunks render a creative artifact according to the process set by us. Each control $C_i$ is constructed using the primitives provided in the language $\mathcal{L}$ e.g.,

$$ <\text{control}> ::= <\text{expression}> | <\text{control}><\text{operator}><\text{expression}>,$$

where $<\text{control}>$, $<\text{operator}>$ and $<\text{expression}>$ are nonterminal symbols which, at the end of the abstraction, are constructed from terminal symbols provided in the language $\mathcal{L}$. Since there are many ways to construct different control structures for the same behaviour e.g., $1+2+...+10 = 55$ and $(10+1)\times(10/2)$ also gives 55, the complexity of algorithms is compared using the most efficient versions. The complexity of an efficient algorithm is determined from its space and time resource requirements. An algorithm $A$ is more complex than an algorithm $B$ if they are both compared using their most efficient versions and the algorithm $A$ requires more resources than the algorithm $B$.

According to [2], creativity is defined as the production of an idea, action, or object that is new and valued. It is romantic to think that creativity is handed down to us on a good day from the divines (especially when the impending deadlines are near). However, evidence seems to suggest that creativity involves a lot of hard work. From the literature, most researchers agree that creativity cannot be created from void [2]. There must be some starting materials to begin with. George [3] argued that creativity is the ability to solve problems by generating new ideas which do not follow from the problem by formal deductive steps. Boden [4] argued that creativity is the mapping, exploration and transformation of conceptual spaces. Novel ideas and solutions emerge as a result of redescription, reconstruction, and transformation of existing materials. Unfortunately, the very nature of these activities (i.e., redescription, reconstruction, and transformation) is not well-understood yet. Wallas suggested that creativity is a process and differentiated four stages in the creative process: (i) preparation, (ii) incubation, (iii) insight and (iv) elaboration [5]. Perhaps, with the influences from Artificial Intelligence research, many researchers attempt to view creative process from a computational perspective [6, 7, 8, 9]. Boden [4] agreed that computational ideas can help us understand how human creativity is possible.

In this paper, we take creativity as a computational process in which control is an important component. This paper aims to discuss the issue of control from the perspective of generative arts. In particular, we discuss the issues of controls employed in the generation of generative visual arts (e.g., abstract patterns, painting, etc.). Depending on the knowledge representation primitives, control could be compactly represented as adjustable parameters in mathematical equations, production rules or embedded control in program structures. This paper explores this control issue by providing a critical discussion and presents generative examples from various controls. The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the control component in computational generative art; Section 3 discusses the nature of the control employed in four examples of generative art; and the conclusion is provided in Section 4.

2. Control in Generative Art

Generative visual art and sound art were explored long before the birth of electronic computing machines. The creation and design of motives found in a garment are examples of control expressed in terms of rules. The Mozart’s Musical Dice Game (Musikalisches Würfelspiel) was an example of generative music. Motives of geometric patterns, tiling patterns found in garment; ornamentation motives found in old buildings could be
considered as generative visual art. The act of rolling a dice is the control that the composer delegates to the system in the Mozart's Musical Dice Game. This is an example of a stochastic process. It is demonstrated in [10] that the harmonisation of Bach chorale could be carried out by computers using pre-composed control structures (built from a specialised control language).

Flake discussed the notion of effective complexity and pointed out that strictly regular and strictly irregular artifacts are simple [11]. Following the same line of thought, Galanter described generative art systems in the context of effective complexity [1]. He categorised generative art systems such as those based on symmetry and tiling as highly ordered (low complexity); generative art systems based on randomisation as highly disordered (also low complexity); and generative art systems based on evolutionary computation and artificial life approaches as lying between the order and disorder spectrum and having the most effective complexity. In this paper, we describe the control along the spectrum of order and disorder as well. Since control is part of a program, it follows that complex programs have complex control and simple programs have simple control.

In our stance, creativity must be with intention and control is the important part of an intentional creative process. Examining the nature of control in generative art could reveal different viewpoints and ideas on how to incorporate control into the creative process. Since creativity is a process that changes the structure of knowledge to produce novel artifacts [2] (i.e., via redescription, reconstruction, and transformation), a model for creating generative art could be created as a knowledge-based system in which an artifact could be produced/reconstructed by means of search (and search can also be seen as a problem-solving process or solution construction process). The major challenge in modelling computational creativity in this perspective is that we do not have a complete aesthetic theory to come up with a perfect objective function to guide search. Research in aesthetic evaluation has been quite active in the recent decade (see [12, 13, 14, 15]). However, most generative visual art still could not fully benefit from the findings from aesthetic evaluation. The majority body of generative art is produced using a stochastic process where randomness is the control strategy (see Figure 1); an interactive evolutionary process where users’ feedback is used to control the creation of artifacts [16]; an ecological process where the behaviours of the system emerge from the interactions among agents in an ecological system [17, 18]; a world model (e.g., AARON) where the system possesses knowledge of shape, color, and dimension of objects to be drawn; and a mathematical model which could be an abstract representation of concepts.

![Fig. 1. Three images generated with stochastic process. Left-pane: rectangles of various sizes, colours and rotations are randomly composited on a canvas; Middle-pane: a random composition of strips of various random sizes and colours; Right-pane: a random composition of lines and other geometrical objects.](image)

### 2.1. Generative Models Based on Stochastic Process

Stochastic process has been successfully employed to generate many abstract visual artifacts. Abstraction is the process that reduces unnecessary details in order to show the crust of the idea. Abstract art does not intend to present any narration although one may argue that abstract visual artifacts allow us to visualise the concept of randomness. Figure 1 shows three outputs from randomly drawn shapes with different parameters (e.g., width, height, radius, opacity, etc). These examples are created by programs that have been intentionally written to
imitate works from the *suprematism* and *neo-plasticism* movements [19]. In our opinion, the images do reflect the flavour of suprematism and neo-plasticism to a certain degree.

2.2. Generative Models Based on Production Rules and Grammar

Generating artifacts using stochastic process could produce endless interesting abstract images. However, it is often not possible to manipulate the dependency and relationship among components (in the image) whether in a local or a global structure. In the examples given in Figure 1, it is not possible to control the position, size or colour of the triangles. To gain more control, control information must be expressed in the program. *Production Rules* and *Grammar* are common tactics employed to encode control and knowledge about world objects in the generative model.

Production rules are often expressed in terms of *IF–THEN* or *IF–THEN–ELSE* statements. It is plausible to encode knowledge about world objects such as the physical properties of a tree, a table, a chair, a boy, a male adult, a dog, etc. in the rules. This knowledge base can be used in the generative process. The AARON system can produce interesting line-drawing with a specific intention, for example, people in various poses (see Figure 2 left-pane).

![Image](https://www.kurzweilcyberart.com/aaron/static.html)

Fig. 2. Left-pane: a painting from the AARON system (an example from www.kurzweilcyberart.com/aaron/static.html); and Right-pane: a graphic generated from the software tool Virtual Laboratory (algorithmicbotany.org)

*Grammar* provides a compact way to pack information. Linguists employ grammar to compactly express syntactical structure of a language. In 1968, Lindenmayer introduced a new style of string rewriting mechanisms. The rewriting is carried out simultaneously in parallel [20]. This approach is known as the L-system and it has been successfully employed to model various plants. Figure 2 (right-pane) shows an example of a plant produced from the L-system.

2.3. Generative Models Based on Evolutionary Computing and Ecosystemic Approach

Evolutionary computing has been widely explored as a generative technique. An informative review of research in this area could be found in [21]. In this paradigm, plausible solutions or partial solutions are coded as a chromosome population. Each chromosome represents a position in the search space. Evolution mechanisms allow these chromosomes to breed and produce offsprings. At the end of each generation, fitter chromosomes survive and weaker chromosomes are removed from the population. This kind of reproduction pressure heuristically guides search to a better solution. Control of search direction is therefore from the reproduction mechanisms (e.g., mating criteria, fitness evaluation criteria).

Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Genetic Programming (GP) are common techniques used to create abstract images (e.g., breeding mathematical formula). It is common to code chromosome population using mathematical
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1This is an example image given in the software tools for performing simulated experiments: the Virtual Laboratory, obtained from algorithmicbotany.org
formula. Evolution is often guided by interactive users’ feedback since this is often the most effective way as it is impractical or even impossible to come up with a suitable aesthetic evaluation function. Another influential direction in the evolutionary theme is generative art systems based on Evolutionary Artificial Life. Many informative discussions and interesting 2D and 3D images can be found in [22, 23, 24].

Fig. 3. Three images generated with different styles of control. Left-pane: an abstract pattern generated from mathematical equations; Middle-pane: traces of the movements of particles are plotted. A particle interacts with the environment, breeds (creating a new particle when the reproduction conditions are right) and dies when colliding with other particles; and Right-pane: a 3D model generated by tracing the particles’ movements in a 3D space.

The ecosystemic approach [17, 25, 18] has gained more interest from the generative art community in recent years since it provides an alternative to the interactive evolutionary approach. The ecosystemic approach does not require fitness functions and the system behaviours emerge from the properties of the system itself. An ecosystem can be seen from the multiagent perspective where agents interact among themselves and the environment. These interactions give rise to overall complex behaviours of the system. In generative art, these behaviours can be translated into drawings e.g., the trajectory of agents in the environment. Figure 3 presents three examples created using three different control styles based on concepts discussed in this section.

3. Case Studies

In the previous section, we gave an overview of various controls and presented artifacts generated using various control techniques. In this section, we detail four generated artifacts that exploit the concepts of ecosystem, stochastic process and rules. These concepts are weaved together as a program. This allows us to create a control structure that exploits various concepts to generate artistic artifacts.

3.1. A Generative Example from an Ecosystemic Approach

Figure 4 is generated using the ecosystemic approach. The ecosystemic system is a dynamic system capable of producing complex patterns. In this example, the painting is generated from the behaviours of the agents in which their interactions with the environment are expressed in deterministic rules. Twelve agents are created with random stroke colours and sizes. Once created, they are randomly placed on the canvas. Each agent moves in circle and reproduces when the conditions are right (dependent on its energy and population density of the agents in its neighborhood). The reproduction creates a new agent branching out from the parent agent. The trajectories of the agents are plotted as they traverse the environment. The agents need energy to move and will die after depleting their energy or after colliding with other agents. The pseudo code described in Figure 4 gives more detailed information of the control employed in generating this image.

3.2. Incorporating Deterministic and Non-deterministic Control

Abstract figurative artifacts have been successfully generated using rules. Abstract 3D models and plant models have been successfully generated using mathematical models (see Figure 3 right-pane) and grammar (e.g.,
Trajectories of agents in an ecological system

process generate(w, h, e, o)
// Input parameters: width (w), height (h), energy (e), maxOffspring (o).
// Initialise n agents ag[n] and randomly place them in an imaginary 40x40 pixels
// box in the middle of the canvas. The size and colour of strokes are randomly assigned
// for each agent.
while at least one agent is still alive do
    for each living agent n
        if ag[n].produceOffspring()
            n ← n + 1;
            add new agent ag[n] to the pool
            break;
        endif
        ag[n].updatePosition(); // calculate the new position
        if ag[n].collidesWithOtherAgents()
            terminate all agents involved in the collision
            break;
        else
            ag[n].drawTrajectoryOnCanvas(); // draw the path
        endif
    // Update parameters of agents and environment
    // e.g., reduce agent’s energy by 1 unit; kill agents that have depleted the energy, etc.
    ag[n].updateParameters();
endfor
endwhile

Fig. 4. Top: An abstract image generated from traces of particles. There is no explicit control, the behaviours of particles emerge from particles’ interactions in the eco-system. Bottom: The pseudo code gives an overview of the main process employed to generate this image.
Incorporating deterministic and non-deterministic control

process generateCloud(mdx)
// Input parameters: max diameter (mdx)
// Initialise coordinate (x,y), diameter (D) and control-flag (stage)
(x, y) ← initPoint(); D = 1; stage = "rise"
while not(stage == done) do
  // draw a circle centering at (x,y) with diameter = D pixels
  circle(x, y, D);
  // stage control using rules and move the next (x,y) point randomly
  if (stage == "rise") D = D + 0.1; x = x + random(−10, 10); endIf
  if (stage == "decay") D = D − 0.1; y = y + random(−5, 5); endIf
  if (stage == "rise"&&D >= mdx) stage = "decay"; endIf
  if (stage == "decay"&&D <= 0) stage = "done"; endIf
endwhile

process generateWave(m, w, h)
// Input parameters: motive (m), width (w) and height (h) of the area to be drawn;
// Initialise n agents ag[n] and place them on the top of the drawing area. Each
// agent will be randomly placed at (x,y) and randomly initialised with a scale (sc)
while at least one agent is still alive do
  for each living agent n
    if ag[n] is still in the canvas
      ag[n].drawWaveMotive(x, y, sc);
      // Control the direction of the wave by adjusting the random points.
      x = x + random(−5, 10);
      y = y + random(−25, 25);
    endif
  // Update parameters of agents and environment: increase scale value, kill agents
  // that have moved outside the canvas or have reached the maximum scale, etc.
  ag[n].updateParameters();
endfor
endwhile

Fig. 5. Top: A landscape generated through repetition of simple motives. Bottom: The pseudo code showing examples of two generative processes employed to generate this image. To create an illusion of perspective, the motive will be scaled down to 10% of its original size at the start and linearly scaled up toward 130% at the end.
rewrite rules in the L-system [26]). Here, three landscape paintings are generated by exploiting deterministic and non-deterministic control embedded in the programs. Figures 5, 6, and 7 are landscape paintings generated using combinations of production rules and stochastic process. In our opinion, these are successful examples since figures could successfully represent world concepts (e.g., rock, wave, sun, star, sunflower, etc).

Figure 5, is drawn using motives derived from a circle. Most people see this image and perceive it as a landscape of offshore scenery with two lumps of cloud at the top and a cliff on the right hand side. The three components in this image are created using three simple functions that exploit both stochastic process and rules. Deterministic and non-deterministic control are exploited in this example, each cloud is drawn at a random position but constrained to the top half area in the figure. Once started, its size is randomly determined. The circular motives are repetitively drawn where each new circle is randomly positioned to the left or right of the previous circle. The diameter of the drawn circles starts at a minimum value, gradually increases to a maximum value (randomly determined) and reduces to the minimum again before the termination of the drawing process. In a similar manner, the wave and the cliff are drawn based on the same tactic. The pseudo code described in Figure 5 gives more detailed information of the control employed in generating the wave and the cloud components in this drawing.

Figure 6 is drawn using motives derived from a line. Most of us perceive this as looking up skyscrapers in an urban area. The sun rays are just short lines randomly drawn in a circle. The size of the line motive is increased the further away they are from the center point. This creates an illusion of depth. Figure 7 is the most complex drawing of all the examples shown in this paper. Inspired by the work titled Sunflower field by Fowler et al. [27], we created the model of a sunflower based on Vogel’s formula [28]. The sunflower model can be modified (e.g., varying the number of petals, tilting the head at different angles). We then drew many rows of sunflowers and created an illusion of a sunflower field by controlling the position and the size of these sunflowers. The picture was composited with a dark blue random brush stroke as a background and twelve stars were randomly added to the final composition.
4. Conclusion

We investigated computational generative art systems where creative processes are implemented as computer programs. Ideally, the autonomous creative process should be able to explore the creative space independent of human intervention, as well as to justify which parts of the creative space are more fruitful. This can only happen if the system possesses a high level of creative intelligence which is unattainable at this point in time.

Contemporary generative art systems exploit computational techniques and computing tools (programming language) in generating aesthetic artifacts. Conditioned by the choices of knowledge representation and the mechanisms of knowledge construction, the contemporary generative art systems are mostly implemented using mathematical equations, stochastic process, evolutionary computing, swarm intelligence, grammar and rule-based techniques. Majority of the works focus on generating abstract visual artifacts and investigating aesthetic measures. Only the AARON and the L-system have attempted to generate non-abstract artifacts.

Generating non-abstract artifacts often requires a more complex program than generating highly ordered or highly disordered artifacts. This is because the relationships among components in non-abstract artifacts must hold together with coherent interpretations e.g., drawing a building: its windows and doors must be in suitable positions; drawing a sunflower: its stem, leaves and pedals must be within the right sizes and composited in a suitable composition, etc. Hence, the ability to exert control over the generative process is desirable and is very important in generating this kind of artifacts. Unfortunately, the issue of control has been somewhat neglected by the community. In this paper, four paintings were generated as case studies where the first example resorted to ecosystemic approach and the other three examples employed stochastic process and rules to control their generative processes. In our future work, we hope to further explore this control issue so that program behaviours can be compactly represented (as in the L-system) for generating various non-abstract artifacts.
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